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Coach Re-Assignment Policy 

Trust is essential to a successful a candidate coach relationship.  A crucial part of coach training is how to 
build rapport and establish trust in this relationship. At Orientation, candidates are encouraged to 
communicate with the Program Leader, at any time, if their relationship with their coach lacks trust, or is 
unproductive.  Additionally, candidates will complete Monthly Self-Reflection Forms and Mid, and End 
of Year Surveys to provide feedback about the quality of their relationships with their coaches.  

At any time, if a problem is noted, the following steps will be taken: 
1. The Program Leader will have a confidential conversation with the candidate first. 
2. The Program Leader will have a confidential conversation with the coach.   
3. The Program Leader will visit a coaching conversation to observe and offer suggestions for 

improved relations.  
   
If after the Program Leader meets individually and observes the pair at work, and the problem cannot be 
mediated or resolved, the Program Leader will look for replacement coaches who: 

a. are coaching only 1 candidate, or  
b. have expressed interest in adding candidates, or 
c. have coached in year’s past, but are not currently mentoring 

If one of these coaches is a good match for the candidate, and is willing, the Program Leader will 
officially notify both the candidate and the newly assigned coach, with an email titled “coach 
reassignment.” Additionally, reassignment will be noted on the assessment tracker.  

If no mentors/coaches are available or interested, the Program Leader contacts the candidate’s site 
administrator/District representative, for recommendations of potential new mentors/coaches. 

If the above steps are unsuccessful, the Program Leader makes themselves available to mentor/coach the 
candidate requesting the reassignment.  

 

 


